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ABSTRACT
In the database management system, it is significant to show the results of any query with the lowest response time. This research conduct on the Postgresql database queries on the TPC-H benchmark for calculating the response time of the multiple queries. For acquiring this phenomenon, it is essential to adapt such practice from which more than one queries at the same time may be executed to get benefits of parallel processing. By inspiring this idea, this paper presents the query mix, which is a combination of more than two queries for multiprogramming level 3 (MPL-3), which shows that there are three randomly selected queries in each query mix. This research contained two different experiments, in the former experiment, each query executed in isolation, and in the second experiment, the combination of three queries executed simultaneously for acquiring MPL3. The results show that there is a strong correlation between the individual query and the query mix.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Parallel processing is a primary feature of the computer system. It is our daily life observation that computer systems do several jobs at the same time. It all becomes possible because of multitasking. This revealed a new research era in the field of the database. It is the usual practice of database systems to fetch data of a single query at a time. It is needed to search such a solution that can improve the performance of the overall system with the vast size databases as well as the demand for data. It is good to execute more than one query concurrently.

It is also reported that the order in which query for execution is called either in isolation or in query mix has a strong effect on the response time [1,2]. Query response time is to deal with resources used to execute that specific query. This mechanism is also used in query mix but at a high level because, in the query mix, it is needed to measure the response time of more than one query running simultaneously [3][4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Notation of paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qjp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tjp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The workload of any database system generates automatically by any client if he requests to execute any query type(s). Let q1,q2,q3,…..qr. These are from T types of queries of database system where multi-programming level represents the multiple queries types running concurrently. Nj represents the total number of queries included in any workload, as shown in the following.

|w| = \sum_{j=1}^{r} Nj |

2. PROBLEM SIGNIFICANCE
In the workload of any database, it is come to know that there is a phenomenon of interaction that exists among the queries. This means that query can be executed in isolation as well as in the combination of more than one. As far as query interaction permit for query execution in conjunction, it also showed that their execution might affect positively or negatively on the execution of the individual query. If execution effect positively, it means that one query utilizes the data in buffer pool directly without waiting which is called by another query for execution and time for computation on that data is saved but if execution effect is negative then one query interfere in other query execution and both required different resources which may become cause of locking.
3. LITERATURE REVIEW

For measuring the performance of any database system, it is needed to deal with workload management because there are many requests for execution of database or several queries, from which different queries executed at different times. There are many other factors like resource allocation, resource availability, and data store on different geographical locations on disk. As with the passing of each day, the data volume of databases increases with a very high rate. Therefore, this becomes the primary reason for decreasing the performance of the database. For any human, it is impossible to manage such large and diverse data. This reveals the need to build such databases that can handle the issue mentioned above [5-10]. Waiting for the required resources for execution of the query is also an issue because if resources are already in use, then the system has to wait for those resources from avoiding locking condition. For getting the required resources to fulfill the desired operation, it may create competition for accessing these resources which are (CPU, RAM, Cache and I/O devices) [11,12]. Query response time may also affect due to these reasons, which are, query progress imaging, query arranging, and capacity management [13]. Database queries response time plays crucial role while managing massive database systems, especially in the workload which may shows the result of running bulk of queries at the same time on the request of users because, it may help the database adminster (DBA) to whole work efficiently because of coordination within system and increase overall performance [14,15]. Waiting for the required resources for the execution of queries depend upon queuing theory [16]. A scale information system just like a search engine, those are mostly concerned with the amount of data which they can show the less amount of time (effectiveness), but they don’t focus on the relevant results, which user want to get (efficiency). Users mostly analyze the speed of data (time for showing results of any search which any user uses) received not the repetition (number of repetitions for acquiring desired results) in which data is obtained [17].

4. METHODOLOGY

![Fig 1: Methodology of the Research](image)

This section elaborates about the methodology of current research. In the former step of experiment response time of individual queries is measured. In the later step queries are executed in the form of query mix containing at least three queries in each query mix. After getting response time of queries from both experiments a detailed analysis is performed on the results. In the end, finding of research is presented. As shown in figure 1 above.

5. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION

The detail of hardware and software uses in this experiment given below. Dell core i7 2.0 GHz, two physical CPUs, 4 logical cores each (Total 8 cores). 6 GB RAM has 250 solid-state drives. It is a 6th generation system. Modeling of performance has a variety of scenarios and features used in the prediction of database performance. The objectives of performance optimization are parameters tuning query scheduling and configuration of the system. To see response time as a crucial point for focusing, it provides efficiency in database queries operations.

6. DATABASE WORKLOAD

We take 01 GB data for execution and having a workload of nine queries q1 from TPCH’s twenty-two queries q2. Queries arrangement for execution in workload plays very important for determining the query mix qj behavior in terms of response time tij. In this research, queries qj is executed isolated in the first experiment for collecting their response time tij in isolation execution then, in the second trial, queries qj is selected randomly for making a query mix qj or batch of query, then executed and their response time tij is noted down along with their execution.

7. RESULTS

This section tells about the results of this research. This research revealed that there is a strong correlation of 60 % between individual query and query mix.

At first, queries qj executed individually. Results show that the response time tij of each query is in millisecond which exists on the y-axis of Figure 2 and queries qj exists on the x-axis. Results showed that Q1 is the most costly query qj in the workload; its response time tij is 6300.2 milliseconds. On the contrary, Q9 is the cheapest query qj; its response time tij is 2.32 millisecond. Whereas remaining other seven queries qj have moderate response time tij between (1360-1980) milliseconds response time tij as shown in Figure 2.

![Fig 2: Individual Query response time](image)

In the second part of the experiment, it analyzes query mix qij of level MPL3. These results are of the query mix qij. Here is the time tij on milliseconds on y-axis and batch queries qij on the x-axis. The results show that query mix qij containing queries (Q10, Q9, Q6) is the most costly query mix qij because of its high response time tij which 16099 milliseconds. On the other hand, it is an exciting finding that there is 33 such query mixes qij exist, which has less than ten milliseconds tij response time which is shown in Figure 3.

![Fig 3: Query Mix response time](image)
By combining the analysis of both query mix $q_{ip}$ and individual queries $q_i$, it is come to know that query mixes $q_{ip}$ are executed not more than individual query $q_i$ execution time $t_{ip}$ as shown in Figure 4. Most of the query mix $q_{ip}$ response time $t_{ip}$ is approximately the same as the individual query $q_i$. In contrast, some single query $q_i$ shows higher response time $t_i$ than query mixes $q_{ip}$, which can be observed in the resultant Figure 4.

![Fig 4: Individual and Query Mix Response time](image)

By discussing those query mixes $q_{ip}$ which has the least response time $t_{ip}$, results show that that query mixes $q_{ip}$ must have one query $q_i$ nine (Q9) which reduces their execution time $t_i$ as shown in Figure 5. In the Figure 5, fluctuating line tells the response time $t_{ip}$ of Query mixes $q_{ip}$.

![Fig 5: Least Response Time Query Mixes](image)

The Figure 6 tells about those query mixes $q_{ip}$, which has the highest response time $t_{ip}$. Here one query mix $q_{ip}$, which discussed earlier, has the highest response time $t_{ip}$. But some other query mixes $q_{ip}$, which has high response time $t_{ip}$ like (Q14, Q12, Q5) and (Q5, Q19, Q12). According to this research fifty worst query mixes $q_{ip}$ have been found. As shown in Figure 6.

![Fig 6: Highest Query Response Time](image)

In the Figure 7, those query mixes $q_{ip}$ are shown, which have medium response time $t_{ip}$, i.e., neither they have the least response time $t_{ip}$ nor the highest response time $t_{ip}$. These query mixes $q_{ip}$ are more in numbers, as shown in Figure 7.

![Fig 7: Moderate Query mix](image)

8. CONCLUSION

This paper shows the response time of individual queries as well as the response time of query mixes. The findings of this research are that query mixes are the right approach for implementing parallelism. It shows that there is no so much difference between individual query and query mix response time. It also divides the query mixes into groups of least, middle and highest response time query mixes.
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